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Abstract 
 
The financial services Knowledge Transfer Network started in 2009 and 
ended on 31st March this year as a result of changing strategic imperatives at 
its principle funder, the Technology Strategy Board. During my talk I will take 
you on a journey around Financial Services, how Knowledge Transfer had a 
role to play in changing models, behaviours and the regulatory landscape for 
the sector, and how KT can continue to benefit sector in the future. I describe 
how the KTN operated, its relationship with the ESRC, a relationship that has 
perpetuated beyond the life of the KTN, and give examples of key issues 
addressed by the KTN and how it addressed them. I will move to examples of 
challenges that need to be addressed for the FS sector and emergent topics 
for future consideration. Examples will be drawn from the worlds of Pensions 
Funds, Catastrophe Risk modelling for the Insurance sector and 
Crowdfunding.  
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